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Abstract
We studied the genetic composition of 200 pedunculate oak
(Quercus robur) trees at nine nuclear microsatellite gene loci.
We sampled nine locations in an area of 1100 km by 400 km in
the South-Ural. The question was to analyse the genetic differentiation of the oaks at the south-east edge of the species distribution area. We observed relatively high values of genetic
differentiation and fixation (delta=0.387, FST=0.0652,
FST(Hedrick)=0.407) compared to values from the centre of the species distribution range. Bayesian clustering analysis revealed
three genetic groups. Presence of all genetic groups was detected at all locations, but oak trees in the extreme east of the Ural
Mountains were genetically most different. We hypothesise
that genetic drift influenced the observed pattern.

The aim of this study was to get novel insights into the
genetic differentiation at highly variable nuclear SSR (nSSR)
gene markers of pedunculate oak population at its south-eastern distribution edge in the South-Ural Mountains. Of particular interest were two questions: a) do we have evidence of different gene pools (refugia lineages) present in the Ural oak
populations and b) did genetic drift combined with limited
gene flow cause a higher genetic differentiation in the SouthUral region compared to other parts of the natural distribution
range?

Materials and Methods
Sampling

Keywords: : Marginal populations, microsatellites, pedunculate
oak, genetic structure, Russia

We collected a total of 200 oak samples at nine locations in the
South-Ural (table 1, figure 1). The sample size ranged from 11
to 40 individuals per sample point. In all locations only reproductive trees have been collected.

Introduction

Table 1
Sampled material at the nine locations in the South-Ural (N
total = 200)

The genetic differentiation of Quercus robur is well studied in
most parts of its natural distribution area. Especially the application of chloroplast markers has shown the genetic footprints
of the re-immigration of pedunculate oak in Western, Central
and Northern Europe after the last glacial period (Neophytou
and Michiels, 2013; Petit et al., 2002). But also the influence of
seed transfer by humans has been demonstrated for central
Europe (Konig et al., 2002). Another frequent topic of genetic
studies was the level of hybridisation of pedunculate oak with
other European white oak species (Curtu et al., 2015; Rellstab et
al., 2016). The genetic differentiation in Eastern Europe is much
less known (Ballian et al., 2010; Chmielewski et al., 2015) and
only very few studies have been published until now on the
genetic structure of Quercus robur in Russia (Chokheli et al.,
2018; Gomory et al., 2001).

Aber.
AR
DU
KD
MI
SA
SH
ZI
KU
SI

Name
Archangelsk
Dubovaya gora
Kuvandik
Michailovka
Sarashi
Shulgan
Zilair
Kuseevo
Sibai

Longitude
56.963
55.680
57.566
55.900
55.760
57.047
57.320
58.335
58.515

Latitude
54.530
56.557
51.303
54.800
56.780
53.050
52.230
52.976
52.726

N adults
40
14
38
11
15
15
40
20
7
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Laboratory Procedures

Cluster analysis

DNA was extracted from leaves of adult trees following a protocol by (Dumolin et al., 1995). Extracted DNA from each sample was quantified and diluted to 10 ng/µL. Two sets of multiplexed microsatellite primers were used to genotype
individuals at nine nSSRs: QrZAG112, QrZAG96, QpZAG110,
QrZAG11, QrZAG87, QrZAG7, QrZAG20, QrZAG5b, QrZAG65
(Lepais et al., 2006). We used the same PCR and genotyping
protocol as described in Buschbom et al. (2011).

To visualize differences between populations, cluster analysis
based on the pairwise gene pool distances D0 between locations was performed using the Unweighted Pair Group Method
with Arithmetic Mean (UPGMA) as implemented in the software PAST (Hammer et al., 2001).

Genetic distance, genetic differentiation, population fixation
Wright’s FST (Wright, 1978), the standardized GST(Hedrick) (Hedrick,
2005) and delta (Gregorius, 1987) were calculated using the
program GDA_NT (Degen unpublished) as measures of fixation and genetic differentiation among populations. Genetic
distance (D0) was computed to measure the genetic differentiation between pairs of populations (Gregorius, 1984). Numerical tests using Monte Carlo methods with 10,000 permutations
shifting individual genotypes among the sampled locations
were applied to estimate the significance of delta, FST, FST(Hedrick)
and D0. We calculated the Spearman’s rank coefficient between
the geographic and spatial distances among the populations.

Bayesian clustering analysis
We used a Bayesian clustering method implemented in the
software STRUCTURE v.2.3.4 (Pritchard et al., 2000) to check the
number of genetic groups in the nine sampled locations. For
the analysis with STRUCTURE, the model assumption is that
the involved loci are not linked and that they are in HardyWeinberg-Equilibrium. We set the length of burn-in and Markov chain Monte Carlo simulations to 15,000 and 100,000, respectively, and tested K values from 1 to 7 each 10 times. We
used the admixture model with correlated allele frequencies.
The optimal number of genetic clusters was estimated with the
ΔK (Evanno et al., 2005). For each tested K-value, data from the
ten STRUCTURE runs was permuted with CLUMPP v.1.1.2
(Jakobsson and Rosenberg, 2007) to obtain the final Q values
for each individual. Results were finally analysed and graphically represented using the software CLUMPAK (Kopelman et
al., 2015).

Figure 1
Position of the nine sampled populations in the South-Ural
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Results
Genetic differentiation
We observed highly significant values (P=1) for the genetic differentiation (delta=0.396) of the gene pools among all nine
populations as well as for the population fixation FST=0.067 and
FST(Hedrick)=0.417. Also all pairwise genetic distances D0 among
populations were significant to highly significant with values
ranking from 0.331 to 0.601 (table 2). There was only a very
weak and non-significant correlation among genetic and spatial distances (r=0.063). Also, the cluster analysis did not indicate
any spatial pattern (figure 2).
Table 2
Genepool distances DG among the nine populations (below
the diagonal) and proportion within 10000 permutations of
alleles among populations with smaller genepool distances
DG than the observed ones (above the diagonal)
AR
AR
DU
KD
MI
SA
SH
ZI
KU
SI

0.436
0.421
0.479
0.379
0.438
0.331
0.410
0.524

DU
0.896
0.515
0.548
0.461
0.503
0.441
0.536
0.601

KD
1.000
1.000
0.500
0.516
0.547
0.409
0.538
0.592

MI
0.919
0.999
0.998
0.531
0.533
0.451
0.485
0.572

SA
0.490
0.992
1.000
1.000
0.481
0.428
0.421
0.540

SH
0.963
0.999
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.454
0.498
0.582

ZI
0.918
0.996
1.000
0.946
0.995
1.000
0.379
0.522

KU
0.999
1.000
1.000
0.999
0.998
1.000
0.976

SI
0.781
1.000
1.000
0.999
0.993
1.000
0.725
1.000

0.566

As indicated by the dendrogram of the cluster analysis the
population of Sibai (SI) followed by Michailovka (MI) and
Kuvandik (KD) are genetically the most differentiated ones
(figure 2). On the other side there was a high genetic similarity
between the populations of Archangelsk (AR) and Zilair (ZI).

Figure 2
Dendrogram based on a cluster analysis (UPGMA: Unweighted
Pair Group Method with Arithmetic Mean) using the genetic
distance matrix among the allele frequencies of the nine oak
populations.

Figure 3
Delta k values for the tested genetic groups K=2 to 6 in program STRUCTURE

Figure 4
Mean membership coefficients of all 200 oak individuals for
the majority mode of three (K = 3) among the 10 repeated
STRUCTURE runs as computed with CLUMPAK (Kopelman et
al. 2015) for all nine populations.

Figure 5
Spatial distribution of the mean membership coefficients for
the majority mode of three (K = 3) among the 10 repeated
STRUCTURE runs as computed with CLUMPAK (Kopelman et
al. 2015) for all nine populations.
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Bayesian cluster analysis
The results of the STRUCTURE analysis showed that based on
delta K (Evanno et al., 2005), the best representation of the data
is gained if three groups are considered (figure 3). These three
genetic groups are present in all nine locations (figure 4, figure
5), but the frequency of the groups varied especially for the
populations in Sibai (dominance of group K2), Kuseevo (dominance of group K1) and Kuvandik (dominance of group K3). At
the six other locations the three genetic clusters were present
at more or less equal frequencies.

– different levels of hybridisation as a source of genetic differentiation (Petrova et al., 2018). The distribution range of Q. petraea as a potential hybridisation partner ends more than one
thousand km to the west of the studied area. The presented
work highlights several interesting research questions and it
will be exciting to elucidate some of them with the help of the
future large scale genetic data.

Discussion
We observed relatively high values of population differentiation (delta=0.396) and fixation (FST=0.0676 and FST(Hedrick)=0.417)
for the nine studied oak populations at nSSR-loci in the SouthUral. In most studies of Quercus robur with nuclear microsatellites in the centre of the species distribution range much lower
values have been observed. For example, Gregorius et al.
(2007) found for six stands in North Germany a delta of 0.13,
FST=0.016 and FST(Hedrick)=0.053. Neophytou et al. (2010) observed
an FST of 0.039 in three populations from Germany, Bulgaria and
Greece. Nevertheless, similar to our results a high FST-value of
0.12 was observed at the northern edge of the species area in
Finland (Pohjanmies et al., 2016). Also for other broadleaved
tree species such as Tilia cordata a stronger genetic differentiation at the edges of the species distribution range was observed (Logan et al., 2019). In none of our sampled location we
found an excess of homozygotes compared to the HardyWeinberg-expectations (data not shown). Thus, differences in
the level of inbreeding cannot explain the observed genetic
differentiation.
All pairwise genetic distances D0 were statistically significant and relatively high (0.331 to 0.601). The oak trees of three
very isolated locations in the south-east edge (Kuseevo, Sibai
and Kuvandik) were the genetically most differentiated ones.
This was also indicated by cluster analysis using the D0 values.
The high differentiation could be explained by genetic drift
and insufficient gene flow. However, we have analysed the
amount of external gene flow for the Sibai population before,
and found it to be as high as 35 % (Buschbom et al., 2011).
The STRUCTURE analysis identified three different gene
pools present in all nine locations. Again the three most differentiated locations had the most different composition of
STRUCTURE membership coefficients. This could be simply an
effect of genetic drift or an indication of a stronger footprint of
glacial refugia. It is also possible that the south-east Ural served
as a refugium itself. To disentangle these possibilities we would
need data from more neighbouring populations. In order to
resolve the large scale genetic structure of Quercus robur in the
Russian distribution area a new project started in 2019. In this
project, samples were collected in 95 locations (figure 6). They
will be genotyped for a large set of SNP markers.
We can exclude for Quercus robur in the studied area – in
contrast to other tree species in Russia such as Pine or Larch

Figure 6
Spatial distribution of sampled locations of genotyped oak
samples (red cycles) and newly collected material (black
cycles).
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